Automated Doppler gate placement and velocity calculation based on a vessel angle estimate.
Pulsed-wave Doppler (PWD) sonography allows the quantitative measurement of blood flow in vessels if the vessel's diameter and the angle (Doppler angle theta) between the ultrasound beam and the vessel's flow direction are known. In current clinical routine, these parameters are manually determined by the examiner. However the manual determination is time-consuming and a source of error in blood flow measurements because of inaccuracy and variability. To overcome these problems, we present methods for an automated Doppler gate placement and Doppler angle estimation based on image processing algorithms. The Doppler gate is determined by analyzing the intensity profile along the ultrasound beam. To calculate the Doppler angle, we present a multiscale approach which estimates the vessel's flow direction by principal component analysis. A first evaluation shows promising results. Our automated approach yields parameters which match the parameters determined by clinical experts very well.